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to successfully finish or do something you wanted to do especially after a lot of effort attempt strive seek to achieve sth salespersons
strived to achieve maximum sales verb ə ˈchēv achieved achieving achieves synonyms of achieve transitive verb to succeed at reaching
or accomplishing a goal result etc especially through effort achieved fame achieved a certain level of success hoping to achieve their
objective talks aimed at achieving peace verb t us əˈtʃiːv uk əˈtʃiːv add to word list b1 to succeed in finishing something or reaching an
aim especially after a lot of work or effort the government s training policy view definitions for achieve achieve verb as in bring to
successful conclusion reach a goal compare synonyms synonyms antonyms strongest matches accomplish verb to bring to a successful
conclusion accomplish attain to gain as by hard work or effort to achieve success discover more derived forms aˈchievable adjective
achieve thesaurus to achieve something achieve these are words and phrases related to achieve click on any word or phrase to go to its
thesaurus page or go to the transitive achieve something to succeed in reaching a particular goal status or standard especially by making
an effort for a long time synonym attain he had finally achieved success they have both achieved great results she has worked hard to
achieve her goal to achieve an objective aim how does the verb achieve contrast with its synonyms some common synonyms of
achieve are accomplish discharge effect execute fulfill and perform while all these words mean to carry out or into effect achieve adds
to accomplish the implication of conquered difficulties 1 transitive achieve something to succeed in reaching a particular goal status or
standard especially by making an effort for a long time synonym attain he had finally achieved success they could not achieve their
target of less than 3 inflation 6 days ago   ətʃiv word forms achieves3rd person singular present tense achieving present participle
achieved past tense past participle transitive verb if you achieve a particular aim or effect you succeed in doing it or causing it to
happen usually after a lot of effort there are many who will work hard to achieve these goals
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achieve english meaning cambridge dictionary

Mar 27 2024

to successfully finish or do something you wanted to do especially after a lot of effort attempt strive seek to achieve sth salespersons
strived to achieve maximum sales

achieve definition meaning merriam webster

Feb 26 2024

verb ə ˈchēv achieved achieving achieves synonyms of achieve transitive verb to succeed at reaching or accomplishing a goal result etc
especially through effort achieved fame achieved a certain level of success hoping to achieve their objective talks aimed at achieving
peace

achieve definition in the cambridge english dictionary

Jan 25 2024

verb t us əˈtʃiːv uk əˈtʃiːv add to word list b1 to succeed in finishing something or reaching an aim especially after a lot of work or effort
the government s training policy

85 synonyms antonyms for achieve thesaurus com

Dec 24 2023

view definitions for achieve achieve verb as in bring to successful conclusion reach a goal compare synonyms synonyms antonyms
strongest matches accomplish

achieve definition meaning dictionary com

Nov 23 2023

verb to bring to a successful conclusion accomplish attain to gain as by hard work or effort to achieve success discover more derived
forms aˈchievable adjective

achieve 64 synonyms and antonyms cambridge english

Oct 22 2023

achieve thesaurus to achieve something achieve these are words and phrases related to achieve click on any word or phrase to go to its
thesaurus page or go to the

achieve verb definition pictures pronunciation and usage notes

Sep 21 2023

transitive achieve something to succeed in reaching a particular goal status or standard especially by making an effort for a long time
synonym attain he had finally achieved success they have both achieved great results she has worked hard to achieve her goal to
achieve an objective aim

achieve synonyms 82 similar and opposite words merriam webster

Aug 20 2023

how does the verb achieve contrast with its synonyms some common synonyms of achieve are accomplish discharge effect execute
fulfill and perform while all these words mean to carry out or into effect achieve adds to accomplish the implication of conquered
difficulties

achieve verb definition pictures pronunciation and usage notes

Jul 19 2023

1 transitive achieve something to succeed in reaching a particular goal status or standard especially by making an effort for a long time
synonym attain he had finally achieved success they could not achieve their target of less than 3 inflation
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achieve definition in american english collins english dictionary

Jun 18 2023

6 days ago   ətʃiv word forms achieves3rd person singular present tense achieving present participle achieved past tense past participle
transitive verb if you achieve a particular aim or effect you succeed in doing it or causing it to happen usually after a lot of effort there
are many who will work hard to achieve these goals
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